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Exceeding client expectations
with proven technology and
sound principles.
Extru-Tech, Inc. has installed extrusion systems all over the world
designed for the production of human food, petfood, aquatic feed
and animal feed products. Continually challenging the standards for
innovation, productivity and process efficiency since our founding
in 1985, we have become your single resource for cutting-edge
extrusion processing technology.
From the beginning, our solutions and services were built on rocksolid technology. We listened to our clients, and then designed
solutions exceeding their expectations -- all at a cost that didn’t
place their company at financial risk. Today, Extru-Tech continues
with the same basic principles, enhancing that original, proven
technology with the most current engineering techniques to surpass
ever-changing market trends. In an era of frequent “new product
releases” and “make-it-run-right options,” we take great pride in the
continued success of those original beliefs and equipment designs.
We learned long ago from our clients that we “got it right the
first time,” and you can trust that Extru-Tech will continue to
provide solutions based on our reliable foundation, offering only
those products and services that are appropriate to our clients’
needs at a fair value.

Cutting-edge extrusion solutions
supported by superior quality service
and replacement parts.
At Extru-Tech, you’ll find a team of professionals committed
to developing the industry’s next generation of processing
equipment. It’s a diversified corporation with personnel specializing
in fields of expertise that include extrusion technology, feed
science, production management, international business,
engineering, plant design and more.
Extru-Tech produces and markets one of the industry’s largest lines
of extrusion processing systems. We offer a full line of ancillary
equipment and customized equipment solutions for specialized
processes, and we maintain a reputation of supplying the industry
with superior quality replacement parts.
A sampling of our solutions includes:
• Single Screw Extruders
• Multi-Color/Multi-Shape Die System
• PDU/Densification Equipment®
• Sphere-izer Agglomeration Systems®
• Dual and Triple Pass Dryer/Coolers
• Vertical Coolers

• Meat Inclusion Systems
• Liquid and Powder Coating Systems
• Pneumatic Conveying Systems
• WRS (Waste Recovery System)
• All related Ancillary Equipment

When you select Extru-Tech as your extrusion supplier, you’ll
quickly realize that unparalleled service is one of our keys to success.
We promptly and effectively serve our valued customer base
throughout the world and commit ourselves to providing our clients
unequaled service in system engineering, on-site supervision
(for both equipment installation and personnel training),
and post-start up maintenance assistance. So, no
matter where you’re located -- in any corner of
the globe -- experienced personnel and support
are never more than a phone call away.

Tomorrow’s extrusion innovations today.
Focusing on client needs to
develop tomorrow’s extrusion
innovations today.
As a global leader in extrusion technology, Extru-Tech invests heavily
in research and development. Our experienced engineering
staff is continually looking for new metallurgical and processing
advancements that will increase the performance and efficiency of
our processing systems and replacement parts.
Every day in our state-of-the-art Corporate Innovation Center (CIC),
Extru-Tech engineers and extrusion process specialists test and refine
the next generation of processing technology. Whether developing
specific, highly confidential solutions directly for a client or
conducting production tests for research and development efforts,
Extru-Tech continues to enhance the current equipment offering
and process solution portfolio, while moving the entire industry
forward, one innovation at a time.
To learn more about how
we are developing tomorrow’s
extrusion innovations today,
visit our groundbreaking
industry publication,
The Extru-Technician.
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Thank you for taking a closer look at Extru-Tech, Inc. Through
continuous research, development, sound engineering and
superior manufacturing, we will continue to provide our
customers with superior solutions. For immediate assistance
with your production needs, contact us today.
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